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 One of the best points with respect hereto is Proverbs 22:6  Train up a child in the way he 
should go:  and when he is old, he will not depart from it.  Unfortunately, we were not trained in all 
these things as children, and forbidden access to them by the Anunnaki, Nefilim and Demons via their 
damnable Lodges; or the world would NOT be in the mess it's in now nor on the verge of its own 
destruction. 
 Note that I am a warrior.  Since I was handed through The Veil to this destination I have trained 
and disciplined in the Arts of Massive Destruction.  I am an Uncompromising Destroyer, created, trained, 
disciplined and Commissioned to apply my expertise as required wherever I am stationed, targeting 
whatever enemy I am directed.  In this Generation:  Anunnaki, Nefilim and all other on-planet 
ExtraTerrestrials, That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and Constantinople, all her fallout Harlot 
(Christian) Daughters, the Whole of the Israelite Tribes of Levi and Judah, Islam, Hindustani, and all 
other such 'religions,' Marxism, Communism, Fascism, Socialism and Progressivism, lying media and all 
priests, preachers and other liars, self-appointed or not.  What I am teaching you, and your application of 
it, will determine the existence or nonexistence of the Anusazi, not only upon the Earth, but forever in 
Creation.  And, as this Company is well aware, a LOT of our application is War, Death and Destruction 
because we are given no other choice.  And so it is with the whole world. 
 Therefore, learn all you can, while you can.  The fate of the Anusazi, your fate, the fate of all your 
descendants and all Seekers of Truth and Righteousness are dependent upon you – this very few.  There 
isn't any other source of this information; nor will there ever be until Shiloh.  If you neglect your 
PRACTICE, you will fail.  The consequences of your failure will include all others who would NOT have 
failed had they known all these Ancient and Holy Laws; but because you failed, they were lost.  The Most 
High will ask YOU about each and every one of them. 
 And to be clear:  The Akurians are NOT out to convert the world; but only to save a Remnant.  I 
built the only Refuge we could manage and it was established in 1976!  There would have been more such 
Refuges had those who came into this organization been about the business OF this organization, rather 
than "their own" agenda of death and destruction.  There are still those among us, in this Company 
tonight, that would have been in Refuge right now had NOT "self-important jackass" and "know-so-
much-more-than-Bobby" been the mindset.  Four of the more-prominent Akurians who would be in 
Refuge are Supreme General David Bruce Schipul, Brigadier Kathryn Anne Malone and Colonel Marilyn 
Davis and Staff General Rosalind R. Clark – YES!  A Black Refuge! 
 
 As I said before:  We're going to learn to DISCERN our entire body and Spirit beings 
BEFORE we begin to take on the Demons of the Deep in their own Domain! 
 But we are going to do exactly that:  take on the Demons of the Deep in their own Domain; 
with the full and deliberate intention of dragging the Demons AND their Domains UP from the Depths 
and flood all the socialist bastards – and THEIR dominions and domains – with Hell in its purest form and 
with all its fury intact. 
 We're going to cover DISCERNMENT of the HEAD next week and the WHOLE BODY the week 
after that!  Go off half-cocked with your own agenda and nothing I can teach you will be able to bail you 
out.  And I damned sure won't do it!  This is dangerous territory and CAN be permanently destructive.  
That you must DISCERN to learn how to do it properly is a matter of PRACTICE!  Required 
PRACTICE.  You will never get enough PRACTICE, so don't waste any opportunity. 
 
 Akurians are as familiar with descending into the Depths of Hell as we are ascending into the 
Planes of Heaven; each excursion rewards us with more consciousness and awareness in those Realms 
and increases the FirePowers we PRACTICEs there whether making and using a Body of Light, Black 



Fire, directing Sun energies or hammering enemies across the spectrum.  We bind and loosen anywhere 
and everywhere in Creation.  We dissolve clouds at any distance, create winds and storms:  as Chylon's 
efforts over the 4th of July holiday is but one prime example.  I know, we were on the phone when she 
did it and the Weather Channel updates were almost immediate.  In fact, it was so immediate I'm sure 
some of you had already hit the situation and her efforts pushed it over the edge.  Even if not, it's but one 
solid example of WHAT Akurians can do. 
 For the mission ahead of us, that will last until Shiloh, Akurians need to be and remain extremely 
dangerous, both as Individuals and as TEAMS.  In most cases, TEAMS will be our only option due to the 
distances between us and our respective schedules.  When finished with this series of lessons, you will be 
able – WITH SUFFICIENT PRACTICE – to connect and communicate regardless of availability of 
commercial services, be they roads or radio, with every other PRACTICED and developed Akurian.  
Those rehearsals are intense and tiring.  But they also present an opportunity to PRACTICE shielding 
yourselves – and getting a valid confirmation of your capabilities.  You will need all the Powers and 
Abilities in the months and years ahead, and without them you and your Commission are doomed.  
Period.  There will be no opportunity to 'begin' learning and rehearsing once Socialist Hell has flooded the 
landscape. 
 REPEAT:  Akurians, I want each and every one of you to know and fully understand that what 
we are going to do over the next few weeks and months is extremely dangerous:  to ourselves as much as 
to our enemies!  Jackass any part or sequence and you will bring down the whole Damnation upon your 
own head.  REPEAT AGAIN:  Jackass on some know-so-much or self-superior agenda and I will not 
bail you!  PERIOD!  This is NOT a parlor game, nor anything even near a sing-a-hymn-and-pass-the-
plate hallelujah halfwit idiocy.  Those who will not attend and train in these Instructionals will be left 
behind of their own choice and accord.  I cannot and I will not FORCE these Ancient Truths and 
Knowledge upon anybody, at any time, for any reason.  They are freely given, but True and Righteous 
Akurians will not FORCE one jot or tittle. 
 
 At some point, each of you and every one of your students after you will be subject to dealing 
with Lord Lucifer, Himself!  I want to warn and advise you on firsthand knowledge and experience:  He 
can appear as anything and everything.  He knows more about you than you know about yourself 
because his DISCERNMENT and memory capabilities are virtually flawless.  Don't delude yourself into 
thinking him to be an amateur in any category.  HE IS NOT!  He loves it when know-so-muches and 
idiot elements do that:  because in that same instant HE HAS WON THE ENGAGEMENT!  No 
exceptions to the rule. 
 Next, don't think for one instant you can overpower Lord Lucifer on the basis that YOU are an 
Akurian or even a Proven Knower.  He doesn't jackass with his mind-set, and neither does any minion he 
will permit to approach any Akurian, Proven Knower or not.  As I said, he is not an amateur, nor an 
incompetent.  Especially when it comes to deception or treachery.  He is extremely strong, both spiritually 
and physically.  He can, and often does, exercise more patience than all the known Saints combined.  His 
capabilities are to the extreme degree this side of the Veil.  That he is putrid personified evil is of no value 
to anyone who moves against him, especially with either ignorance or stupidity intact. 
 I need to repeat:  He can appear as anything and everything.  There is no limitation to his ability 
to deceive those who WILL be deluded.  Thus, the more you KNOW about yourself and the better YOU 
can DISCERN, the better you can beat him at his own game!  There isn't any known limitation to his 
ability to create horror, terror or agony as he deems appropriate:  which he will 'rescue' you from.  
BEWARE:  The well-draped Lord Lucifer posing as an Angel of Light to 'relieve' all those horrors, 
terrors, sure and certain atrocities that he, himself, created.  Again, I repeat:  He can appear as anything 
and everything.  He is extremely dangerous.  But he is not infallible!  He is not invincible!  There ARE 
chinks in his armor.  Fools, pusswillies and hallelujah halfwits can't take advantage of them, but True and 
Righteous DISCERNING Akurians can!  In order to do that, Akurians must have a far greater ability to 
DISCERN, and this Part, the Second is but one more layer of hard-to-do-but-must-be-done PRACTICE. 



 Fail to PRACTICE as instructed and Lord Lucifer is going to take you apart at the seams.  Period.  
There isn't any escape.  Somewhere in the immediate future YOU are going to be called upon to do a 
something that will require the expertise I'm trying to teach you right now.  Whether or not you succeed 
will then and there be prima facie evidence that you either DID your PRACTICE or failed to do it.  THAT 
success or failure will determine your future among the Akurians with respect to assignment, rank and 
sustainability. 
 Make sure you understand that.  Newbie or Master, you will NOT be assigned anything beyond 
your capabilities, but FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION!  If you PRACTICE as instructed you will rip 
more Demonic, Anunnaki and Socialist ass than they have legs to carry.  Fail to PRACTICE and they are 
going to rake your little ass with a very large, very hot, snaggle toothed, barbed wire brush!  And THEN 
the Akurians – and indeed the whole world – will know you spent your time jackassing rather than 
PRACTICING.  And to the detriment, death, destruction and loss of those We, The Akurians, are 
Commissioned to Rescue, and possibly including Newbies and fellow slaggard Akurians in the process.  
Let THAT happen and those of you who know my capability of gentleness are going to see me in a rage 
that makes Lord Lucifer at his best look like a pusswilly; and I am going to be targeting YOU!  Other 
Akurians will be taking their own revenge, as damned well they should.  Like I said:  FAILURE IS NOT 
AN OPTION! 
 
 We're going to continue to learn to DISCERN our entire body and Spirit BEFORE we begin 
to take on the Demons of the Deep in their own Domain!  And you'd damned well better be fully 
prepared when you enter those Deep Domains of Lord Lucifer or he is going to take you and yours 
apart like dynamiting a sand pile. 
 
 As with last week:  The first thing we're going to DISCERN is ourselves!  YOU are going to 
DISCERN YOU! 
 As those of you who have PRACTICED last week's lesson now know for a fact:  It's a lot harder 
than it sounds.  Discerning YOURSELF requires being absolutely honest with yourself about YOU, 
yourself.  That is often very painful due to some of our life's experiences.  PTSD, regardless of its degree 
or source of creation, is a supreme source of inner agonies.  Those of us who have it know:  it's an every-
day-all-day-long embindment, often too subtle to consider as being a conscious part of our every 
situation; yet it's always there in each and every consideration.  Opening those wounds again and gaining 
an understanding that even if you wrongly considered yourself at fault, there is but one sure-and-certain 
remedy, and but one acceptable restitution-in-full:  the DEFEAT of Lord Lucifer who deliberately 
manipulated and managed those devastating situations that caused the PTSD in the first place. 
 Nevertheless, that is what you MUST do in order to properly, correctly and accurately DISCERN.  
That will take some of you more time than these Instructionals accord.  That you must do it as expediently 
as possible is an equal part of the necessity.  PTSD is a Luciferian creation that accounts for virtually 
all our personal failures.  Beating that vile bastard at his own game is a very sweet reward and worth all 
the pain and suffering required to achieve it. 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
 This instructional is limited to your feet.  As humans, we take them for granted – until they are 
damaged or lost!  And either can be a decided detriment unto itself, and as often as not compounded with 
the trauma.  The feet are VERY sensitive.  Most people are not aware that even a minor injury or an 
ingrown toe nail has a direct effect on the ability to stand and walk, as everybody that's ever had a bunion 
is fully aware.  We adapt to it rather quickly but the effect is there nevertheless. 
 When I broke both feet – at the same time – I thought hell itself had arrived as my balance 
problem was compounded by the effects of a previous head injury.  I still have problems with both, and 



when both kick-in at the same time, I have MASSIVE problems.  We'll get a better understanding of that 
NEXT week when we expand our DISCERNMENT PRACTICES. 
 

 
 
 BEFORE we venture into the Realms of the Feet, I want everybody who can get the Reflexology 
Foot Chart and note the Blue areas at the tip of each and every toe – and indicated as the Brain/Head area 
of influence.  And that's true!  If you've ever stubbed your toe, especially your big toe, you know how 
much that hurts, far more than hitting any other art of the body with the same force, and how much more 
effort it is to walk or even stand up! 
 For the moment, just note the areas of influence as given in the chart.  A few weeks ago I felt 
something break in my right foot, in the area marked Thyroid/Parathyroid between my big toe and foot.  It 
felt like either a small bone had broken – there aren't any stray bones in that area – or the breaking of a 
rubber band.  Since then, and in spite of the fact I'm taking .075 mg of LEVOTHYROXINE (Synthroid) a 
day on orders from the Veteran's Hospital, my Type 2 Diabetes is beyond stabilizing, and we've thrown 
every treatment and remedy in the book at it! 
 
 Well now!  Something goes wrong in my right foot, behind my big toe, and my thyroid in the 
front of my throat can't do anything about my pancreas located near my spine behind my stomach.  
And you thought metaphysics is a nightmare! 
 



 Now we're back to the point we learned last week about there not being any direct/physical 
connection between Point 7 on the roll of the cheek to the STOMACH – but a decided and not-to-be 
ignored energy connection, even if it doesn't make any physical sense as taught by so-called modern 
medicine.  I can confirm on unquestionably solid, first-hand experience, that physical-connection or not, 
the bottom line effects as given in this Reflexology photo are absolute!  The cracked pot 'practice' of 
Reflexology be damned, this Ancient Knowledge is accurate and true. 
 Again, THAT brings us to an absolutely critical understanding:  the "attachments" are not 
completely physical!  When YOU take the time to DISCERN your HANDS, then your FEET – and in 
that order unless you want to jackass – and finally your face, you'll find you don't normally need any 
physical rubbing or stimulation to either detect or treat any specific part of your body.  If and when you 
DO need physical contact – IF you have done your homework DISCERNMENT – you will be able to 
accomplish more doing it yourself with immediate results.  Most of what you'll do is direct energy off the 
fingers of either hand!  YOU will already have DISCERNED the information and what-to-do-about-it, 
how to do it, and what to look for should there be any necessary follow-up.  And YOUR treatment may be 
as simple as pulling energy out, putting the right energy in, et cetera, WITHOUT ever physically touching 
the sensitive area!  THAT, Akurians, is how I maintain what's left of my own health.  It's not that I give a 
damn about dying, I just don't need any more misery than necessary until then. 
 
 CAUTION:  do NOT attempt to DISCERN your head until AFTER you have DISCERNED your 
feet!  You're asking for a jackass if you do, and a whole lot BIGGER set of problems if you DISCERN 
with some craphead agenda in mind.  AFTER and only AFTER you have a solid DISCERNMENT read 
of your feet, should you even begin the same process with your head – and not until! 
 Either foot has more bones and nerve attachments – thus energy connections – than the rest of the 
body combined except for the other foot!  DISCERN them, one at a time, and let the energies tell you!  
DO NOT – REPEAT – DO NOT attempt any other agenda via your DISCERNMENT of your feet other 
than letting the energies tell you! 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
 DISCERNMENT! 
 Akurians, select either foot.  Just do it in your mind, but look at it if you want to, no harm done.  
Shoes on or off doesn't matter.  Now, from the sole of your foot beginning at the toes – and as if your foot 
were a total stranger, DISCERN IT as you would any other object! 
 DISCERN IT!  There are points ABOUT and information IN your foot you never bothered to 
recognize.  DISCERN IT!  You take for granted that your foot works, but seldom if ever really questioned 
how complex it is? that all the various structures and systems in it must be in perfect balance, including 
their LOCATION?  Its many capabilities are not only matters of constant usage – rehearsals – but are the 
easiest ends to the intended means?  Just like electricity, energy will take the route of least resistance; and 
it's the same way with everything else in nature.  DISCERN IT!  Let it tell you.  And you're going to find 
your foot is far more complex than you ever imagined. 
 We're going to DISCERN our toes, one at a time, from the tip to the foot itself. 
 Start with your little toe.  DISCERN your little toe.  It doesn't get much attention in our take-for-
granted day-to-day doing things; but surprisingly your little toe has as almost as much to do with your 
ability to balance as any of the other four!  And, as with the little finger, it's the little toe that lights up 
when you target!  We erroneously suppose our big toe actually does the pointing-out when we aim our 
foot at something; even as to the direction of something we kick, but the little toe has already set the 
entire foot and mind far more accurately than most of us will ever imagine.  You'll note there is 
NOTHING in the Reflexology photos about this phenomenon either. 
 



 Akurians, when I command it and NOT before, DISCERN your whole foot again.  DISCERN the 
sole of your foot separately, and note the almost-instant improvement in CONTROL!  Flex your toes and 
you'll find you have a lot more CONTROL and ACCURACY!  If you stand up, you'll feel a greater sense 
of stability, almost from out of nowhere.  To some of you it may seem like you just discovered something 
on the end of each leg that is not only miraculous, it's an access to POWERS you heard about but didn't 
KNOW actually existed. 
 
 Akurians, on my command: 
 TEST YOUR FOOT IMPACT PROCEDURE! 
 Let me know when you're finished and back on the line. 
 
 You'll note an instant stability – a solidness if you must – walking will be a new conscious 
experience IF you take the time to pay attention.  Even THAT you'll find is an absolute god-send the next 
time you drive or ride a bicycle. 
 Now we're going to save a bit of time, although I want each of you to PRACTICE and test in your 
own time:  and MAKE TIME to do it! 
 
 Note, according to the Reflexology Chart the stomach is energy-connected to the LEFT foot, 
almost dead center side to side, toe to heel. 
 Now, with the index finger of either hand, and without touching your foot but no more than two 
inches away, draw a series of small "Xs" over that area.  Within a very few seconds, ten or fifteen at the 
most, you'll feel a slight nausea in your stomach. 
 Once you've gotten that sensation, erase it by filling-in a square – back and forth, any direction 
doesn’t matter – over the same area as if you were using an eraser, just a bit larger than the "Xs" you 
made, and that slight nausea will disappear just as quickly.  Don' use a circle, use a SQUARE.  THEN, 
take the whole flat of your hand and without touching your foot, make two or three passes of energy from 
your toes to your heel, and the whole episode will balance back to where you were initially.  Simple as 
that. 
 
 I've sent those Reflexology photos for a reason.  Now that you KNOW the procedure, PRACTICE 
DISCERNING your feet in the same manner just given.  Remember:  you don't have to actually touch a 
system to activate it – and the hands and feet are different.  A bit of trial and error – paying attention to 
those subtle but-instantaneous results – will give you more personal insight than you've ever known 
before!  Once you have the PRACTICE to some degree of expertise, DISTANCE DOESN'T MATTER!  
You can DISCERN and apply anywhere in Creation.  That will be extremely important in the near and 
extended future. 
 When testing and DISCERNMENT, pay very close attention to WHAT was taught and the 
EXACT sequence of the procedure.  That EXACT sequence is critical!  Hands are different than feet!  
Feet are different than the HEAD, and the head is different than the rest of the BODY.  Note that and 
never forget it.  When testing any DISCERNMENT, pay very close attention to WHAT was taught and 
the EXACT sequence of the procedure; or you're going to create a problem where none existed before! 
 
 There are several areas of influence identified in all the Reflexology photos.  USE THEM!  Take 
the time to LEARN the procedure for doing/undoing as it applies to each, as one won't work with the 
other.  None of it is all-that-hard even though it does take some time and effort.  The rewards are well 
worth the investment and there IS a point in the Future where neither you nor Akurians after you are 
going to have anything else to survive and fight with!  Nothing.  That means YOU have to not only learn 
it right, you have to develop some proficiency to be able to pass this Ancient Knowledge on to those who 
choose to be an Akurian just like you did. 
 



 Cleaning your hands, feet, head or body is a simple as passing your FLATTEN HAND over the 
area, normally from the top down, and disposing of the energies collected or cleaning your hands by 
throwing the contaminations into the Ethers or INTO some deserving somebody!  Pulling or aligning 
energies is virtually always from the head to toe and/or top-down direction; and there is a HUGE 
difference between aligning and removing!  You do either by a mind-set. 
 For those who would like a simple and inexpensive test of their POWER of hand energies, the 
next chance you get:  take a cup of coffee; taste it; then pass your other hand about two or three inches 
away from the cup, top to bottom; being sure to move your hand AWAY from the area when preparing 
for the next pass!  Straight up and down movements, as all idiot elements attempt, doesn't work.  Two or 
three downward passes past the cup, and taste it again.  It's ruined!  The taste went to hell in that instant:   
due to the POWER of hand energies. 
 If those energies are THAT powerful, that easy to apply, and that detectable:  It's well late in the 
day when you as an Akurian should be fully aware we are People of Power!  Any time you get in doubt 
mode, and you will, apply that hand-trick to anything, water, tea, beer, soda – it works on everything.  I've 
even used it on bread, cake, meat, seafood, vegetables, milk, coco, wine and whisky.  Using the same 
procedure, we've cured babies of colic within a couple of minutes.  And NOW you know why your pets 
want to be petted! 
 
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 


